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1– INTRODUCTION  

 

  

On May 7 and 8, 2014 Phare, the Cambodian Circus and Phare Ponleu Selpak Association joined hands 

with the Center for Circus and Performing Arts of Phnom Penh to revive Tini Tinou Cambodian Circus 

Festival.  

 

The Tini Tinou International Circus Festival alternated between Phnom Penh and Battambang from 2004 

– 2010.  Phare Ponleu Selpak gathered artists from around the world, providing entertainment and artistic 

exchange between dancers, musicians and circus artists. The intercultural relations developed during the 

Festival stimulated creativity and human development.  

 

After 4 years of interruption, the Tini Tinou Festival was focused Cambodian artists in 2014. The show 

lasted 1h30 and was divided into two performances, first by the troupe of the Center for Circus and Per-

forming Arts who have just returned from spending 2 years in China to train in the circus arts. Their 

amazing skills and beautiful costumes made an extraordinary impression on the crowds. The second part 

was the dynamic and highly visual Eclipse show by Phare Performing Social Enterprise troupe. Thank you 

to ANZ Royal Bank and Smart who sponsored the event and made it possible.  

Center for Circus and Performing Arts Eclipse, by Phare Ponleu Selpak  



II– EVENT CONCEPT 

 

Thanks to our sponsors ANZ Royal Bank and Smart, Samsara Villa, Ms Benedict Ravel, and Amansara, the 

Tini Tinou Cambodian Circus Festival was transformed into a Community event. They allowed Phare art-

ists to come to Phnom Penh, which was supported by a large popular demand, and many underprivileged 

children from NGOs to attend the show for free. This 2014 edition was a great social and cultural suc-

cess !   

 

 Tini Tinou 2014: an event for the community... 

 

394 underpriviledged children from our community were invited to see the show ! 

 

150 children from Pour un Sourire d’Enfants 

25 children from Krousar Thmey 

50 children from Friends 

50 children rom Enfants du Mékong 

50 children from Taramana 

21 children from Sunflower 

20 children from Cambodian Living Arts 

28 children from Mary Knoll  

 

Children from Taramana with the stars of Eclipse 



 An event to support the Center of Circus and Performing Arts.  

The money collected from the tickets sale was given back to the Circus School of Phnom Penh to sup-

port their activities. 

Indeed, this was their first sold-out public performance under their big-top tent and the locals agreed 

they would love to see more regular performances from the Circus school.  

 

 Presence of Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts. 

Fortunately, Her Excellency the Minister of Culture and Fine Arts Mrs. Phoeurng Sackona was in atten-

dance and had wonderful things to say about the event. Our fingers are crossed for more circus to come 

in Phnom Penh’s future!  

 … And for the audience of Phnom Penh 

 

Again, thanks to the sponsorship, we were able to sell tickets at $4 and free of charge for children under 

5 years old, which enabled a large audience to attend the performance. The two nights were sold out and 

665 tickets were sold in 2 week through ticket sale points in Phnom Penh and online.  
 

Indeed, The big top has the capacity to seat 1000+ people and both night were a smashing success with a 

full big top! The two shows received standing ovations both nights and are still actively talked about in 

Phnom Penh!  



III– SPONSORS AND COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGN 

 

The promotion of Tini Tinou Cambodian Circus festival started two weeks before the event in order to 

reach the maximum visibility, and audiences. Most of the media available were used to promote the event 

and a wide range of communication materials were produced for the purpose of the promotion both in 

Khmer and English. 

We also reached our visibility through the support of the Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts, our spon-

sors, and the wonderful communication team of Phare !  

Eventually, word-of-a-mouth had an extremely important impact on the promotion since Phare had never 

done a full production in Phnom Penh: many people were asking for it!  

 

The following communication tools were used: 

 Fliers 

 

 Posters in key places in Phnom Penh and Tickets Sale 

Points 

 

 Banners in the streets of Phnom Penh 

 

 A Press release in Khmer and English  

 

 A website: www.tinitinoucircusfestival.org/ 

 

 T-shirts were designed with the sponsor’s logo and available for 

sales before and after the performances.  

 

 A Press conference was or-

ganized before the event 

with locals and international 

newspapers.  

 

 

The sponsors received a Thank 

you Certificate given at the Open-

ing Ceremony by Her Excellency 

the Minister of Culture & Fine 

Arts.  

 

Her Excellency Mrs. Phoeurng 

Sackona with Grant Knuckey, CEO 

of ANZ Royal and with Pich So-

vann, PR and Events Manager 

Smart. 



 Many articles were written before and after the event !  

 

News.sabay:   http://news.sabay.com.kh/articles/740216 ; http://news.sabay.com.kh/articles/722066 and 

http://news.sabay.com.kh/articles/739898 

 

“ចន្ទគ្រាស” ដ ើរតួ ំបូងបំផុតដោយនាយ គ្ររិន្ គ្របកាសសម្ដែងសារជាថ្ម ី
ដខោ ន្ដសៀរគ្របដេទម្សែដរឿង គដឺរឿង “ចន្ទគ្រាស”  ដគ្រតៀដសម្ដែងម្ចរជូន្ពលរ ឋរដពុជាទសែនាសារជាថ្មី រនងុរដមវិធី “ទីដន្េះ ទីដនាេះ” ម្ លដរៀបចំដ ើងដោយ
សាខដសៀរជាតិ ន្ងិគ្ររុដសិលបៈដសៀររបស់ដជឈដណ្ឌ លហ្វា ពន្លឺសិលបៈដៅដ ើដម្សដគ្រកាយ។  
ដខរ ហួត តារា នាយរសហគ្រាសហ្វា ពន្លឺសិលបៈដសតតដសៀដរាបបាន្បដចេញឲ្យ ឹងដៅរនុង សន្និសីទសារព័ត៌មាន្ដែិលដិញដន្េះថា សលឹដសាររបស់ “ចន្ទ
គ្រាស” គឆឺលុេះបង្ហា ញពីការដរើសដ ើង ម្ លរនុងសាចដ់រឿងគឺន្ិយាយបុរសមាន រ់ម្ លដរើតដរមាន្កាយសដបទាសុសដគ  ូដចនេះដហើយាត់ជួបការដរើសដ ើងដៅរនុង
សហគដន្រ៍បសា់ត់។ 

“ដរឿង ដន្េះ មាន្យូរដហើយ ដហើយនាយ គ្ររិន្ គជឺាត ួំបូងដគរនុងដរឿងដន្េះ ប ុម្ន្តដរ ល់ឥ ូវាតប់ាន្ដចញពីដយើងដហើយ  ីចឹងតួដពលដន្េះ ជាតួថ្មី ប ុម្ន្តសាច់
ដរឿងដៅររាសលឹដសារ ម្ ល។ ចុងដគ្រកាយនន្សាច់ដរឿង គមឺាន្សារ បរ់ំពីការ តឱ់ន្ ការទទួលយរ ន្ិងការ ធាគ្រស័យាន ”។ ដខរ ហួត តារា បម្ន្ែដ។ 

ផ្ទ ំងទសែន្ីយភាព “ចន្ទគ្រាស” ន្ងឹសម្ដែងជូន្ដៅនថ្ៃទី ៧ ន្ិងទី ៨ ឧសភា ២០១៤ ដៅសាខដសៀរជាតមិាន្ទីតាំងដៅដុសរ ឋសភាជាតិ។ ចំដ េះតនដល
សំបុគ្រត គ ឺ៤  ខុល រ ដហើយគ្របិយដិតតររទិញបាន្ដៅរនុងដជឈដណ្ឌ លសលិបៈដសៀរ ន្ងិទសែន្ីយភាពនន្សាខដសៀរជាតេិនំដពញ ដៅដុសរ ឋសភាជាតិ ឬរ៏
អាចទំនារទ់ំន្ងជាវដលើគ្របព័ន្ធ ុីន្ធណឺ្ិតតាដរយៈអាសយោឋ ន្ www.TinitinouCircus Festival.org រ៏បាន្។ 
យា ងណារ៏ដោយ រុមារដរពីសាែ ន្ភាពលំបារ ន្ិងដរព ីងគការដួយចំន្ួន្ ន្ឹងផតលជ់ូន្ទសែនាដោយឥតគិតនថ្ល។ ដខរ តារា បញ្ជា រប់ម្ន្ែដដទៀតថា 
ចំណូ្លបាន្ពកីារលរ់សំបុគ្រតទាំង ស់ន្ឹងគ្របគល់សាខដសៀរជាតិដគ្របើ គ្របាសត់ាដតគ្រដូវការ។ 

មាន្ការសម្ដែងគ្រចបាច់បចេូលាន ដគ្រចើន្ រនុងនថ្ៃដនាេះ ម្ ល ំបូងដ ើយជាការសម្ដែងរបសគ់្ររុដសិលបៈរបស់ សាខសិលបៈដសៀរជាតិចំន្ួន្ ៥ ឈុត ន្ិងបន្តដរ
ដទៀតជាការសម្ដែងរបសគ់្ររុដសិលបៈដរព ីងគការហ្វា ពន្លឺ សិលបៈ ដោយមាន្ទាំងដសៀរគ្របដេទម្សែដរឿង ន្ងិគ្របដេទដសៀររហ័សរដមជាដគ្រចើន្។ 
គ្រពឹតតិការណ្ន៍ថ្ៃទី ៧ ន្ងិទី ៨ ដនាេះ គ្រតូវបាន្ដគដៅថាជាដដហ្វគ្រសព “ទីដន្េះ ទដីនាេះ” ម្ លផតួចដផតើដគំន្ិតដោយ សហគ្រាសហ្វា ពន្លឺសិលបៈដសតតដសៀដរាប 
ន្ិង ងគការហ្វា ពន្លឺសិលបៈដសតតបាត់ ំបង។ ដដហ្វគ្រសពដន្េះ បាន្ចាប់ ំដណ្ើរការតាំងពឆី្ន ំ២០០៤ ប ុម្ន្ត ល់ឆ្ន ំ ំ ុងឆ្ន ំ២០១៣ បាន្ផ្ា រដោយសារសាេះ នរាំ
គ្រទ ដុន្ដពលចាប់ដផតើដវិញ ដៅឆ្ន ២ំ០១៤ ដន្េះ។ ដន្េះដបើតាដដខរ ឃនួ្ ដ ត នាយគ្រគប់គ្រគង ន្ងិជាសាែ បន្ិរ ងគការហ្វា ពន្លឺសិលបៈដសតតបាត់ ំបង គ្របាបឲ់្យ ឹ
ង។ 

ដខរដលើរដ ើងបម្ន្ែដថា “ពដីុន្ រដមវិធហីនឹងដយើងដធាើដគ្រចើន្នថ្ៃ ២នថ្ៃដៅេនំដពញ ២នថ្ៃដៅដសតត ីចឹងដៅ ប ុម្ន្តឥ ូវដយើងដធាើគ្រទង់គ្រទាយតូច ម្ត២នថ្ៃដទ។ សងឃដឹ
ថា ឆ្ន ដំគ្រកាយដយើងអាចមាន្លទធភាពដធាើបាន្គ្រទង់គ្រទាយធំជាងដន្េះ”។ 

ដខរ គ្រសី ដភាគ ណារិន្ នាយិកាសាខដសៀរជាតិ បាន្សាា គដន្ច៍ំដ េះគំន្ិតផតួចដផតើដដដហ្វគ្រសពខាងដលើ។ បម្ន្ែដពដីលើដន្េះ ដខរគ្រសី ដសនើឲ្យបងបងបាូន្
គ្របិយដិតតចូលរាាំំគ្រទឲ្យបាន្រុេះររទាំង ស ់ាន ៕ 

 តែបទ៖ ទារកិា  របូថ្ត៖ ទរូសពទន  

 

http://news.sabay.com.kh/articles/740216
http://news.sabay.com.kh/articles/722066
http://news.sabay.com.kh/articles/739898


Cambodia Daily:  http://www.cambodiadaily.com/news/cambodian-circus-schools-to-host-festival-57436/ 

Cambodian Circus School to host Festivals 

By Michelle Vachon, April 26, 2014 

Cambodia’s two circus schools will join forces in May to hold a mini-circus festival in Phnom Penh. 

The National Circus School of Phnom Penh and Phare Ponleu Selpak’s Cambodian Circus company will 

stage a two-part show on May 7 and 8 under the Big Top located across the street from the National As-

sembly in Phnom Penh. 

“This will be a rare chance to perform for the general public,” said National Circus School Director 

Phouk Narin at a press conference on Friday. 

The shows will be a modest attempt to revive the Tini Tinou international circus festival that, in the 

2000s, was held in Phnom Penh and Battambang City, where Phare’s circus school is located, said Huot 

Dara, chief executive of Phare’s professional circus company, which is now based in Siem Reap City. 

The event in May will also enable Cambodian circus artists from different schools and traditions to work 

together, he said. It is supported by the Ministry of Culture, ANZ Royal Bank and the Delegation of the 

European Union. 

Koh Santepheap Daily: 



Cambodia Daily:   http://www.cambodiadaily.com/archives/back-in-town-58048/ 

Back In Town  

By Michelle Vachon, May 5, 2014 

It has been nearly a decade since more than 200 Cambodian circus artists first gathered in Phnom Penh to 

stage an unprecedented show. 

Organized by the French Cultural Center—since renamed the Institut Francais—the center’s staff trave-

led the country to meet circus artists from the provinces and bring them to perform in November 2004 

during a weeklong festival they named Tini Tinou, or “here and there.” 

Artists who had never met before performed magic tricks, juggling and acrobatics alongside French circus 

artists and students from the National Circus School in Phnom Penh and from the organization Phare 

Ponleu Selpak’s circus school in Battambang City. Between the shows, artists and students held 

workshops to discuss styles and experiment with techniques. 

Though the annual festival drew thousands of spectators, budget cuts by the French Embassy saw the 

French Cultural Center turning ownership over to Phare Ponleu Selpak. Four years later, the festival 

stopped altogether—too costly for the circus school’s shoestring budget. 

But on Wednesday and Thursday, wistful spectators and new audiences alike will have a chance to re-

experience the Tini Tinou of a decade ago. 

Held in the Big Top across the street from the National Assembly, the performance will start with a se-

ries of traditional acts by National Circus School students. This will be followed by “Eclipse,” an hour-long 

contemporary circus, or nouveau cirque, performance by Phare artists. The shows are supported by ANZ 

Royal Bank and the European Union. 

The Big Top, which was donated to Cambodia by the Vietnamese government, is ideal for those shows. 

With its 1,100 seats set up in tiered rows around the performance ring, the venue enables the artists to 

build a link with the audience and create an atmosphere of intimacy as spectators are never far from 

them, explained Huot Dara, chief executive of Phare, the Cambodian Circus—which is the professional 

arm of Phare based in Siem Reap City. 

“Eclipse” will be presented by Phare’s fourth generation of students, who graduated last year and now 

perform in Siem Reap, said Khuon Det, Phare’s circus school director and artistic director. 

The show, whose theme is discrimination, was created in 2009 with students from Phare’s third genera-

tion. In past iterations, the central character has been played by a little person, Tes Ley, the well-known 

comedian whose stage name is Neay Kren, and a deaf-mute, Huon Sopheak; in next week’s show the cha-

racter will be played by Mony Ratanak Sambath, a hunchbacked artist. 

Every change of artists requires rewriting the show, Khuon Det explained. 

“Each version must be adapted to the capacity and technical abilities of the artists,” he said. “Those of the 

third generation were especially strong in acrobatics and balancing while the fourth generation is quite 

strong in teeter board. So we have redesigned the show accordingly.” 

This will be a rare occasion when the Big Top is used for performances for the general public—typically, it 

is used for classes of the National Circus School…. 

 



Based on the far-away campus of the Secondary School of Fine Arts in Sen Sok district’s Phnom Penh 

Thmei commune—where its equipment is aging, if not defective—the school has its students make the 

one-hour trip between the Big Top and the campus every day. 

“For two years, our students have been doing their circus training at the Big Top,” said Phouk Narin, di-
rector of the National Circus School. “This means that they spend half a day on campus studying curricu-

lum subjects in regular classes and the other half training at the circus facilities across from the National 

Assembly.” 

Unfortunately, the lack of career opportunities for circus artists is so limited in the country that few stu-

dents enroll at the school nowadays, Ms. Narin said. 

“It’s so sad to see a huge drop in enrollment this year,” she said. “For the school year 2012-2013, we had 

more than 10 students. But this year, we only had two students enrolled, a girl and a boy. They both are 

from the provinces and had to move in with relatives in Phnom Penh to join the circus school…. They 

are very talented.” The two students were selected through an admission test, she added. 

The poor career prospects are one of the reasons why Phare has set up its professional company in Siem 

Reap City so that its students can earn a living after graduation. 

The tradition of circus arts goes back a millennium in Cambodia. Circus acts even appear in wall carvings 

at the 7th century Sambor Prei Kuk site in Kompong Thom province and the 13th century Bayon temple 

at Angkor, explained at the first Tini Tinou Nuth Samony, who was then vice dean of Choreographic Arts 

at the Royal University of Fine Arts. 

Circus arts declined along with the Khmer empire. With the exception of a revival in the 18th century, 

which is illustrated in wall paintings at Kompong Tralach pagoda in Kompong Chhnang province, they 

started to thrive again only in the 1980s with the support of Russian teachers, said Mr. Samony. 

When the Bassac Theater burned down in 1994 in Phnom Penh, the National Theater’s circus artists at 

the Ministry of Culture lost all their equipment along with their venue. 

Circus arts have yet to recover from this loss, and for those staging the latest version of Tini Tinou, 
much hope has been placed on the upcoming festival as a way to relaunch annual shows and revive inte-

rest in the art form. 

The shows on Wednesday and Thursday will start at 6 p.m. 

-END- 



Phnom Penh Post 



The Commercial News 

Cambodia Sin Chew Daily 



Le Petit Journal du Cambodge: 

By Hélène de La Rochefoucauld, Mai 6th, 2014 

 

SAVE THE DATE – Le 7 et 8 mai, c’est sous le chapiteau que ça se passe ! 

Le festival de cirque Tini Tinou s’invite bientôt à Phnom Penh! De 2007 à 2010, le festival a 

déjà fait ses preuves à Phnom Penh ainsi qu’à Battambang où il a été joué alternativement. 

Fort de ce succès, il revient dans la capitale pour notre plus grande joie. 

Après 4 années de répit, nous retrouvons le festivalTini Tinou organisé par Phare Performing Social Enter-

prise et Phare Ponleu Selpak. Phare Performing Social Enterprise est un social business situé à Siem Reap qui 

organise quotidiennement une représentation de cirque. Phare Ponleu Selpak est l’école de cirque, située à 

Battambang, qui forme les artistes qui une fois professionnels se représenteront au spectacle de Siem 

Reap. Grâce à la collaboration de l’Ecole Nationale de Cirque de Phnom Penh, le spectacle sera donné dans 

le chapiteau de l’école de celle-ci**, consacrant par là-même une union bien établie avec l’association 

Phare Ponleu Selpak. 

Les festivités commenceront par 20 minutes de prestation par les artistes de l’Ecole Nationale du Cirque de 

Phnom Penh. Suite à cela, ceux-ci cèderont place à la troupe de Battambang qui mettra alors en scène le 

spectacle Eclipse (il s’agit du spectacle représenté tous les jours à Siem Reap par Phare Performing Enter-

prise). 

 Ancré dans les croyances ancestrales qui alimentent la sagesse populaire khmère, Eclipse est un conte sur 

la discrimination : il relate la vie d’un jeune homme rejeté par son village à cause de sa différence et qui, 

afin d’échapper à son triste sort, prie ardemment les dieux pour qu’ils lui viennent en aide. Dans leur clé-

mence, les dieux le métamorphosent en femme séduisante. Dès lors, d’apparence délicieuse, le jeune 

homme devenu femme attire toutes les convoitises et concupiscences, jusqu’à ce qu’un mal mystérieux 

bouleverse un à un tous les habitants du village…  

Les enfants et les jeunes des associations telles que Krousar Thmey, Pour un Sourire D’Enfant, Enfants du 

Mekong, Mith Samlanh, etc. sont invités gratuitement au spectacle par le festival. Ce geste gracieux 

marque l’ambition de venir en aide aux plus défavorisés et promouvoir auprès de ceux qui en ont peut-

être le plus besoin les arts et la culture. Ainsi, Tini Tinou œuvre pour une sorte de thérapie par la beauté 

et l’esthétique. 

Les termes « Tini Tinou » signifient en khmer « D’ici et d’ailleurs », et symbolisent ainsi que le spectacle 

puise çà et là son inspiration pour offrir une large palette de talents. Formes, sons et couleurs, tout y sera, 

nous jonglerons entre essence et illusion sous le charme du conte qui rend tout enseignement plus di-

geste. Amateurs d’acrobaties, de promenades enflammées, de valses tourbillonnantes et envoûtantes, ren-

dez-vous le 7 et le 8 pour une performance prometteuse ; venez-donc mêler vos rires aux plus de 2000 

personnes attendues pour l’occasion ! 

-END- 

http://www.lepetitjournal.com/cambodge/a-voir-a-faire/culture/184219-save-the-date-le-7-et-8-mai-c-est-sous-le-chapiteau-que-ca-se-passe


WUPP Magazine: 



AsiaLife Cambodia: 

May 7, 2014 

Phare Circus Extravaganza Heads To Phnom Penh 

Roll up, roll up, a two-day feast of circus fun is heading straight for Phnom Penh for Phare the Cambodian 

Circus and Phare Ponleu Selpak’s latest instalment. 

Tini Tinou Cambodian Circus Festival lands in the city on May 7 and 8 and brings with it a series of 

Phare’s signature treats. Each of the evening’s events will start with a 20-minute performance from Natio-

nal Circus School artists, followed by the hour-long Phare show, Eclipse. 

Using a breath-taking blend of aerial acrobatics, juggling and trapeze art, Eclipse is a tale of discrimination. 

It follows a young man who suffers after being rejected because he is different from his peers. He prays 

for divine intervention and is transformed into a beautiful woman. Life is good until a mysterious plague 

hits the village. 

Performances take place at the National Circus School of Phnom Penh, next to NagaWorld on Sihanouk 

Boulevard. Children from a series of NGOs, including Krousar Thmey, Enfants du Mékong, Pour un Sou-

rire d’Enfants and Friends International, have also been invited to enjoy the performances. 

The festival takes place on May 7 and 8 from 6pm. Tickets are $4, free for children under the age of five, 

with all benefits going to the National Circus School of Phnom Penh.  

-END- 

 

The AdvisorCambodia: 

Big Top, May 7th, 2014 

Once upon a time, in a hermetic village not so far away, anyone who dared stand out faced the wrath of 

small-minded locals. When a strange-looking man appears one day, he prays to the gods to save him from 

their discrimination – and, in response, they transform him into a beautiful woman. The men of the village 

are immediately love struck, but suddenly a mysterious plague breaks out and claims them, one by one. 

Convinced the beautiful stranger is responsible, the surviving villagers put her to death – but the plague 

continues to spread, gathering its fatal pace… So begins Eclipse, a circus show by Battambang’s Phare Pon-

leu Selpak performing arts school. Expect a modern circus extravaganza with a Khmer twist: “This is one 

of our most theatrical,” says Zoe, one of the circus administrators. “It’s also very Khmer; you don’t see 

the influence of Western cultures like in other shows that we have.” Tickets ($4) available at tinitinoucir-

cusfestival.org. 

WHO: Phare Ponleu Selpak 

WHAT: Eclipse circus show 

WHERE: National Circus School of Phnom Penh, opposite National Assembly (near NagaWorld) 

WHEN: 6pm May 7 & 8 

WHY: “Circus art is about courage, solidarity and peace.” – Khoun Det, Phare Ponleu Selpak founder 

-END- 



The Tini Tinou Cambodian Circus Festival 2014 was a real success: 2,200 pax attended the 

event including 394 underpriviledged children from local NGOs.  

 

On behalf of Phare Performing Social Enterprise, we feel honored to have received your trust and sup-

port. We’ll continue our missions to help Cambodian youth development and allow many people to ex-

perience Arts for Human Development through our educational, social, arts and career programs.  

Thank you for your generous support. It is through the support of corporate, individuals and institutions 

like you that we are able to organise these community events.  

We sincerely hope  that you’ll join us again  when we organize  a bigger and international Tini Tinou Fes-

tival in 2015 ! 

 

We look forward to working with you in the future 

Mr Huot Dara,  

Chief Executive of Phare Performing Social Enterprise 

The NGO Krousar Thmey said: 

 “A Big thank you for this beautiful 

show. The children loved it so 

much! They were amazed and laug-

hed a lot, so good to see! » 

Grant Knuckey, ANZ Royal CEO: “ANZ Royal is pleased to be able to support Phare, The Cambodian Circus 

event in Phnom Penh. As a responsible corporate citizen, ANZ Royal has a very strong commitment to the commu-

nities in which we live and work. Supporting local community driven arts & culture events are an im-

portant element of our corporate social responsibility framework. We wish the event the very best of luck."  


